
BIG PICTURE IDEAS
#1. European powers transitioned from exploration to colonization due to the system which helped them build

wealth and power while increasing between Protestants and Catholics.
#2. Unlike other European powers, the British colonies in America saw mass due to opportunities for religious

freedom, economic opportunity, and .
#3. The British American colonies developed into distinct regions mostly due to their .  Northern colonies had

economic and cultural while the southern colonies relied on plantation agriculture and enslaved labor.
#4.  As more British colonists migrated further into the American , Native Americans continued to

colonization with violent uprisings, such as King Philip’s War.
#5. The American colonies developed a unique separate from Great Britain because of religious events like the

and the relaxed economic policies under salutary neglect.

KEY VOCAB Mercantilism
Puritan
Powhatan
House of Burgesses
Joint-Stock Company

Salutary Neglect
MIddle Passage
Stono Rebellion
Bacon’s Rebellion
Great Awakening

MAIN CHARACTERS John Smith
John Winthrop
Anne Hutchinson
Metacom
Jonathan Edwards

COMPARING COLONIZERS
1.  Spanish efforts to extract wealth from the land led them to develop institutions based on native populations,

converting them to , and incorporating them, along with enslaved and free Africans, into Spanish colonial society.

2. Identify two ways English colonization differed from Spanish colonization.

3. Describe two similarities between French and Dutch colonization in the Americas.

4. Identify one way English colonization differed from French and Dutch colonization in the Americas.

JAMESTOWN
5. The established the Jamestown colony as a company where wealthy investors funded

the expedition and colonization. The British government supported this venture because investors believed they would find .
6. Describe two early hardships faced by colonists at Jamestown.

7. How did John Smith contribute to the success of Jamestown?

8. How did John Rolfe contribute to the success of Jamestown?
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THE CHESAPEAKE COLONIES
9. Explain the impact of tobacco on Virginia.

10. Explain the effect of the Headright system on colonial Virginia.

11. Describe the importance of the establishment of the Virginia House of Burgesses.

12. Identify two reasons Virginia transitioned from a joint-stock colony to a royal colony.

13. Describe one cause of Bacon’s Rebellion. 14. Describe one effect of Bacon’s Rebellion.

15. Lord Baltimore established Maryland as a refuge for Catholics.  In 1649, The ensured religious
freedoms to all of different denominations who settled in Massachusetts.

THE NEW ENGLAND COLONIES
16. The Plymouth Colony was established in 1620 by the Pilgrims, also known as , who wanted to establish a church

independent of royal control. Wililam Bradford and others aboard the migrated to the New World for religious freedom.

17. What was the purpose of the Mayflower Compact?

18. Why did John Winthrop describe the Massachusetts Bay Colony as a “City Upon a Hill?”

19. Describe the establishment of the colony of Rhode Island under Roger Williams.

20. What were the Fundamental Orders of Connecticut?

21. Identify two reasons why New Englanders settled almost exclusively in towns.

22. Because the motive to move to the Virginia colony was primarily , most migrants were young, single men.
However, the New England migrants moved in units to start new lives where they could practice their faith freely.

23. Due to harsh winters and poor soils, New England was not ideal for farming. Instead, the economy centered around
found in the region which they used for sawmills and . This helped them develop ports and trade cities like Boston.
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THE MIDDLE COLONIES
24. Why was Pennsylvania known as Penn’s “Holy Experiment?”

25. The British took over Dutch New Amsterdam to eliminate European in North America and their
colonies on the Atlantic Coast. The city was renamed New York in 1664, then split  to form the colony.

26. Describe two reasons why the Middle Colonies developed a diverse economy.

27. Identify one reason why the Middle Colonies were more ethnically diverse than the other regions.

THE SOUTHERN COLONIES
28. Why did Carolina split into two separate colonies in 1729?

29. Identify two reasons for the founding of the colony of Georgia.

TRANSATLANTIC TRADE
30. Under the theory of , a country became wealthy by increasing the amount of gold and silver it possessed.

The ultimate goal was to have a favorable ,  or for a country to export more goods than it had to import.

31. Identify two rules of the Navigation Acts.

32. What was one effect of the British policy of Salutary Neglect?

NATIVE AMERICAN RESISTANCE
33. Conflicts between the colonists and Native Americans usually stemmed from disagreements over use
34. Identify the term associated with each of the following conflicts:

Under the leadership of Popé, this rebellion successfully drove out the Spanish for over a decade.

A series of surprise attacks against the English settlers at Jamestown in 1622.

Conflict arose in Connecticut in response to the Great Migration of Puritans into the region

Also known as Metacom’s War, this led to the end of Native American resistance in New England.
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SLAVERY IN THE BRITISH COLONIES
35. In 1619, a ship arrived on the coast of Virginia carrying 20 servants from .  This marked the

beginning of the importation of laborers into the Americas.

36. Define chattel slavery.

37. Explain why Slave Codes were stricter in the Southern Colonies than in New England and the Middle colonies.

38. Describe one cause of the Stono Rebellion. 39. Describe one effect of the Stono Rebellion.

COLONIAL CULTURE AND SOCIETY
40. Identify two causes of hysteria during the Salem Witchcraft Trials.

41. Describe one cause of the First Great Awakening. 42. Describe one effect of the First Great Awakening.

43. Identify two differences between Jonathan Edwards and George Whitefield.

44. Describe the impact of the Zenger Trial.

COLONIAL COMPARISONS
45. Describe one similarity between the economies of the Chesapeake and Southern colonies.

46. Describe one similarity between the economies of the Middle and New England colonies.

47. Describe one political difference between the Chesapeake and New England colonies.
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